CONDITIONS OF NOMINATION
1.

Nominees to address the selection criteria described on the website for the relevant award. Nominees may
provide further information if it is relevant to their submission

2.

All nominees must be a financial member of NAWIC SA to nominate or be nominated for an award at the time
of nomination and judging

3.

All nominees must be available to attend the Awards night on 25th October 2019 and the Leadership Panel
Breakfast on 12th December 2019

4.

Members of the NAWIC SA Chapter Council may not be nominated for an award

5.

Winning entries from past NAWIC awards may not be resubmitted. Previous entries that did not win may be
resubmitted (provided that the nomination complies with the criteria outlined on the website)

6.

NAWIC A reserves the right to extend the final date of entry submissions or, in its discretion, provide
extensions to one or more potential nominees. NAWIC SA is under no obligation to provide an extension to all
nominees, or publish any extension.

7.

NAWIC SA reserves the right to use any nomination material including photographs during the Awards night

8.

The judges reserve the right to request further information and documentation from a nominee if necessary

9.

The judges reserve the right to determine the eligibility or otherwise of each nomination

10. The judges reserve the right to make no award if in their view, the standard of nominations is such that it is not
appropriate that an award be granted
11. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered in to
12. NAWIC SA reserve the right to use any nomination details including photographs and text in promotional or
other marketing material
13. A nominee may be nominated for more than one award, however a separate nomination must be submitted in
respect of each award
14. Joint nominations of up to two persons for each nomination are permitted, however both persons need to
satisfy the relevant criteria
15. NAWIC SA undertakes to use its best endeavours in respect of such use, but will not be responsible for any
error, mistake, omission or misrepresentation in respect of the same

